Abstract. In view of the grid-connected photovoltaic power system's function of load shifting to the power network and to achieve the coordinated control of inverter and battery management system, this paper designed a grid-connected photovoltaic power conditioning system (PCS) with function of bi-directional conversion. The function of the PCS is set, the control strategy and technology indexes is also given out. The research improves the solar energy utilization efficiency of the grid photovoltaic power generation, and makes the function of load shifting to the power network coming true without interference, so as to achieve the purpose of saving energy.
Introduction
As the main source of energy on earth, solar energy is inexhaustible, green environmental, safe and reliable [1] . The utilization of solar energy is mainly based on "Photovoltaic Effect", to realize the photoelectric transformation. The system which converts solar energy into electricity to power network directly is called grid photovoltaic power generation systems, it is a complex real-time control system which has parallel operation, maximum power point tracking (MPPT) and Islanding detection in one [2] . To achieve the above functions, there must be a set of circuits loop. Among them, power conditioning system is the most important circuit loop, it is based on the demand of grid photovoltaic Power generation System, but most of PCS has the function of parallel operation, doesn't take it into account that the grid-connected photovoltaic power system which contains battery should have function of load shifting to the power network, and there is very little research in the coordinated control of PCS and battery management system. This paper designed a power conditioning system with function of bi-directional conversion, Based on the requirement of the grid-connected photovoltaic power system, the function of the PCS is set, and the control strategy is given out. Meanwhile, the structure and main technical indicator of the PCS is given out by a series of experiments.
The Function of PCS
Setting the maximum instantaneous power of PV array is 250 kW, in view of the grid-connected photovoltaic power system which contains battery, a kind of power conditioning system is designed. Grid photovoltaic Power generation System is mainly composed of a 250 kW PCS and management system corresponding to the battery energy storage, to implement two-way transfer of energy between energy storage battery to the power network, it can add megawatt energy storage system in parallels according to the requirement.
PCS has two main modes of operating: parallel operation and off-grid running. Parallel operation mode is divided into five kinds of working states: grid charging state, grid discharge state, standby state , fault state and emergency stop state; Off-grid running has four kinds of working states: independent state, standby state , fault state and emergency stop state, as shown in Fig. 1 . Grid charging state, meaning the AC-side of PCS connects with power network, the DC-side is connected to the battery, and according to the charged state of battery, through the external AC-side absorbs the active power for battery. PCS is powered on and is set to "grid charging state", PCS will refer to the default strategy and parameters to charge the battery, the user can modify the charging parameters (current, voltage) by local control or remote control through the panel or upper computer. Grid charging control strategy is divided into two stages: constant current charging and "constant voltage charging" [3] .
Grid discharge state means the DC side of PCS is connected to the battery, the AC side of PCS connects with, and based on the requirements of power network, according to power and power factor given by the control system, the energy of battery is sent to external AC-side by transformation of PCS. In parallel discharge state, PCS according to the default strategy of grid side constant power, discharging under the discharge parameters, the user can modify parameters by LCD panel or upper computer, discharging current shall not exceed the preset value and discharging power shall not exceed the rating [4] . At the grid discharge state, the discharge power or power factor of PCS can be modified in time by local control or remote control through the panel or upper computer. PCS can also accord to the instructions of the energy storage power station monitoring system to control the output of active power [5] .
PCS have adopted grid voltage oriented vector control and achieved the orthogonal decoupling of the active power and reactive power, so it can control the active power and reactive power alone.
Independent state refers to the planned island conditions, PCS disconnects grid, AC-side links to load independently, provides AC power to the load. At the state, PCS provides stable voltage and frequency for isolated network and continues to provide power for the load which is in situ. The independent state of PCS needs to match with protection function which has default configuration, in order to prevent appearing supply unplanned power; when PCS has received the island running commands of monitoring and control system, PCS disconnects with main grid, and exits the island protection function, going into the independent state.
Standby state is refer to the PCS is ready to enter the work state or hot standby state after the completion of a work state. At the begining of power up, when detect the DC-side and AC-side are ready, and the battery conforms with the working conditions, PCS enters standby state and receives the control instructions of running state, control instructions can be set on the panel of LCD screen or be sent by the remote PC.
Fault state is a special kind of the form of standby state, the special features of it is PCS accords to the abnormally detected state signals: voltage, current, temperature, open or out, and so on, PCS blocks pulse, to ensure that equipment and person be safe.
Emergency stop state refers to the state of emergency, manual intervention control the shutdown of PCS, the PCS will immediately blockade pulse, and switch off the contactor of DC-side and AC-side, but this is not mean that the equipment must be faulted. PCS equips with perfect software and hardware fault protection, multiple protections for PCS can ensure the security of system under various kinds of fault cases.
The Overall Structure of PCS
In order to realize the function of PCS, it is necessary to design a set of circuit loops, as shown in Fig. 2 , the overall structure of PCS is mainly composed of the main power part, signal detection part, control part, drive part, monitor and display part, auxiliary power supply part, etc.
Main power part is mainly composed of DC circuit breaker, pre-charge circuit, DC-side fuse, DC EMI filter, bus capacitor, DC/AC power switch module, AC-side fuse, LCL filter, AC EMI filter, AC contactor, AC circuit breaker, etc. Signal detection part is mainly about the detection of power network voltage, grid (charging) current and DC bus voltage, and signal detection part mainly make the functions of high-precision detection of voltage or current , signal processing and fault signal detection come true.
Control part is the core of the PCS. Using industrial-grade high-speed DSP chip of TI as the core processor. Control part realizes the main function of signal sampling and calculation, the calculation of converter phase-locked loop, power loop control (active and reactive power regulation), the control of voltage and current loop (charge and discharge control), the control of AC/DC contactor (including main contactor in DC side and pre-charging contactor, main contactor in AC side and pre-charging contactor), the fault diagnosis and protection of PCS, etc.
IGBT drive part chooses the special IGBT of Concept which is a famous company in the world, to make the IGBT working in the optimal switching state, improves the reliability of the IGBT. Drive also detects the abnormal state of current or temperature of IGBT by itself, when there is an abnormal condition, shutting off the power device, to achieve the function of the protection. Through the optimization design of IGBT driving circuit, which can realize the line-to-line output and short circuit protection of the PCS.
Monitor and display part take 7 inch LCD touch-screen as input/output interface, it provides a friendly man-machine interface and a variety of communication interface at the same time, so it can carry on the control of PCS on the spot perfectly.
Auxiliary power supply part of PCS adopts the external power supply, power supply from power plant. Inside the PCS, there is a UPS (Uninterrupted Power Supply) for supplying power to high performance switching power supply module of the control system, ensuring the reliable work of the system, getting guarantee of the normal work of the control system under the abnormal situations of the grid, and preventing the loss of data.
The Technology Indexes Of PCS
The technology indexes of PCS including electric indexes and other technical indicators. PCS need to develop its technology index and provide the basis for its use. Electric indexes as shown in Table 1 . The total current waveform distortion rate (THD) <5% 30% ~ 100% rated power, the distortion rate of grid voltage distortion rate is less than 2%
The power factor
≥0.99
Unit power factor at runtime 0.95(advanc e)~0.95(lag)
Continuous adjustment under rated power The characteristics of the AC power quality characteristics is an important parameter of PCS. The excessive distortion of power network voltage waveform and after connecting to the power network and the limit rate of the power network harmonic as shown in Table 2 . It should meet the requirements of GB/T14549-93 the power quality the public power grid harmonic. The DC component of PCS to the power network should not exceed 0.5% of its output current rating [6] . Adopting synchronous grid connection techniques and reducing the transient effect of the grid connection to the power network.
The wastage of the 250kW PCS is mainly composed of the loss of IGBT, reactor and damping resistance, cooling system, filter and control system, etc [7] . Under charge and discharge state, the unilateral efficiency of PCS is more than 96.50%.
Conclusion
(1) For the function of load shifting to the power network and the coordinated control of inverter and battery management system of the grid-connected photovoltaic power system, designed a new kind of grid-connected photovoltaic power conditioning system with function of bi-directional conversion.
(2) On the basis of the requirement of the grid-connected photovoltaic power systems, set the function of PCS and given out the control strategy, the functions of PCS meet the running requirements of the grid-connected photovoltaic power system. Refer to the function of PCS designed the structure for PCS and set the technology indicators of PCS by experiment for using the PCS perfectly. (3) Improving the utilization efficiency of solar energy for the grid-connected photovoltaic power system, and make the function of load shifting to the power network coming true without interference, so as to achieve the purpose of saving energy.
